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Star Theatre 

"100 Years of Celluloid"

Situated Near Hati Bagan Crossing, Star Theatre has rich history behind it.

Along with the Minerva Theatre, Star Theatre is a pioneer in commercial

Bengali Theatre. It is also one the first theaters, where the first Bengali

motion picture was screened. Now over a hundred years old, Start Theatre

is synonymous with culture in the city. Besides hosting plays, concerts

and a variety of cultural events, this 514-seat theater also screens the

latest Bengali films and other exponents of world cinema. Treat your taste-

buds at 'Sandhya Tara', the delightful rooftop restaurant at Star. When in

Kolkata this is place is a must visit! Call ahead for reservations.

 +91 9903152310  star@6868tata1.com  79/3/4 Bidhan Sarani, Near Hati Bagan

Crossing, Kolkata

Eden Gardens Stadium 

"Caught & Bowled"

Eden Gardens is not only an integral part of Kolkata city, but is also an

important landmark in the International cricket map. The stadium is

named after the adjoining Eden Gardens. Right from 1864, it has seen

cricket records being made and broken by iconic players. What makes this

stadium exclusive from its counterparts is the passion of the crowds

towards the game. The player's concentration is almost put to test amidst

the loud cheer and noise. Though the unruly behavior of the fans has

resulted in match disruptions, this stadium still remains a favorite among

all cricketers. Notable performances at Eden Gardens include bowler

Harbhajan Singh's hat-trick against the Australians in 2000-01 and the 281

runs scored by VVS Laxman, in the same season, which is the highest

individual score recorded at this ground. Try and visit Eden Gardens

during a match to feel the excitement in the air.

 +91 33 2248 1528  Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Road, Kolkata

 by Alan Cleaver   

Minerva Theatre 

"19th-century Origins"

Kolkata's Minerva Theatre serves as a major city landmark. Established in

the year 1893, it replaced the former Great National Theatre. The theatre's

debut act featured the adaptation of legendary Shakespearean novel

'Macbeth.' Over the years, it changed ownership several times. Post

damage caused by a 1922 fire, it was remodeled and thrown open for

theatrical acts. It also remains famous as one of those iconic views that

screened the state's first ever motion picture.

 279 A Dani Gosh Sarani, C.R. Avenue, Kolkata
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